Air Technical Industries Innovates for New York Aquarium
with One-of-a-Kind Shark Crane
Have you ever visited an aquarium and wondered how the
animals found their way in there? Engineers at Air Technical
Industries learned first-hand by designing a creative solution
for the Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) in New York City:
the first continuous, double-rail, serpentine crane system of its
kind.
Air Technical Industries (ATI) thrives on customized designs,
with a 50-year history built on tackling the projects that others
have called “impossible.” They pride themselves on their
“Challenge Us” form on their website, which was how WCS
found them.
“What ATI put together was exceptional,” raved Stephen
Taylor, Principal in Charge at Vakota Architecture, who won a
Sport/Entertainment Award of Merit with Dunne and Markis
Engineer Consultants for the New York Aquarium Aquatheater
by Engineering News-Record in 2013. They faced significant,
atypical parameters, like ensuring longevity in the harsh
environment of salt water pools with ocean moisture, as well as
needing to create a natural, animal-friendly design never
before imagined.
The Wildlife Conservation Society’s (WCS) New York
Aquarium had also had its share of challenges.

Pictured: ATI's Shark Crane in the New York Aquarium
Shark Exhibit

“What ATI put together was exceptional.”
In October 2012, when Hurricane Sandy barreled in, the
aquarium shut down and plans for new buildings were
delayed. The staff stayed to take care of the animals and to
make sure that the generators and temporary power for water
filtration systems were back up within days. Thanks to their
efforts, all mammals were alive and well after Sandy took her
leave and the aquarium was up and running quickly. “The
aquarium staff is amazing and resilient,” Taylor remarked.
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The buildings, however, did not hold up as well. Due to
repairs, what started as a temporary holding building for
sharks is still their main habitat. Originally built for sea lions,
the building was adapted to house sharks, with a roof to keep
the water calm and climate controlled. The lifting equipment
needed by the Wildlife Conservation Society had to integrate
into a temporary building sitting over an existing building,
working with unlikely conditions.

Pictured: The area of the track that runs both in and out of doors,
without affecting the delicate environment.

WCS needed “a magical system of
continuous motion.”

THE CHALLENGE
The Wildlife Conservation Society needed a system to move
sharks from one pool to another without making them swim
through (in case of quarantine needs), as the New York
Aquarium’s building was originally designed. The caretakers
needed to carry sharks weighing up to 600 pounds easily and
gently from outdoors to inside the pools in the building without
upsetting the sensitive indoor environment. Especially tricky
for traditional crane systems, all the pools were offset.

Fortunately, WCS had come to the right place. With over half a century’s experience creating
innovative equipment to solve some of the most unusual lifting and handling challenges
imaginable, ATI was not about to leave WCS alone in shark infested waters.
In addition to the unique requirements of the space, the
business of moving sharks called for very special adjustments.
The motion of the crane had to be smooth in order to keep the
animals calm, not jerky or loud like traditional models. The
trolley needed to move at a continuous, but slow pace so the
caretakers could walk alongside the moving sharks without
having to run in chase. The hoist required variable speeds with
a Goldilocks touch- not too fast, but not too slow. It had to lower
carefully and smoothly into the pools without splashing down.
Another major concern was to keep the habitat for the sharks
as natural as possible. The materials used could not interfere
with the pH of the water or oxygen levels. The aquatic building
must keep the water temperature at a healthy level for the
animals, which is already a delicate balance to maintain before
considering adding new machinery.
WCS needed “a magical system of continuous motion,”
according to Taylor, who originally proposed the idea as a
railing system that would slide across the floor when he filled
out the “Challenge Us” form on ATI’s website.
CHALLENGE ACCEPTED
Instead of answering the call with trepidation, as other
companies had done, the representatives at ATI jumped at the
challenge to create an innovative solution, invigorated by
Taylor’s sketches and the unique opportunity.
Originally, the engineers and architects collaborated to create a
mobile floor crane double-rail system with a serpentine design,
but they went back to the drawing board, as this demanded too
much of the already limited floor space. They were also
concerned for safety that the crane could roll into the pool if not
used properly.
ATI suggested an overhead crane system and the engineering
department went to work on the conceptual design. The key
challenge involved very low headroom (less than eight feet
overhead.) When ATI analyzed the headroom requirements:
floor clearance less the payload (animal) in a harness, less the
sling/strap device, less the height of the crane beam, less the
height of headroom loss from a trolley and hoist hanging below
the beam, there was simply not enough headroom to use a
traditional trolley and hoist system!
Fortunately, WCS had come to the right place. With over half a
century’s experience creating innovative equipment to solve
some of the most unusual lifting and handling challenges
imaginable, ATI was not about to leave WCS alone in shark
infested waters.

Pictured: The outside of the aquarium building, where the Shark
Crane protrudes for the transport of sharks from outside
OBSTACLE COURSE
The next challenge was the path of bridge travel. Due to the
staggered pools and the gates between pools to manage the
movement of the animals, a typical overhead crane system
running laterally would not work. The path of the track had to
pass over each pool in the offset formation, as well as miss the
gates located between pools, while still placing the hoist hook in
a convenient position over each of the pools.
ATI’s solution arrived as an S-shaped double-girder bridge
crane track with a unique zero-headroom hoist and trolley
system. The hoist was built directly into the trolley, saving
headspace with only the hook hanging below. The track ran a
total length of 100 linear feet, covering almost 94 feet end-toend. This included 8 feet of track protruding out of an access
door, allowing the hoist to lift aquatic animals arriving from other
locations into and out of the aquarium from a loading area at
street level.
After detailed analysis and acceptance of the proposal by WCS,
the engineering and design team made several functional
adjustments, staying agile to the project’s needs. They double
and triple checked the layout, confirming detailed
measurements on the physical location to ensure the fit.
Fabrication began and the track required a fine touch to keep
everything aligned and square to ¼ inch over 100 feet of
distance. Every time one measurement changed, the track had
to be nudged slightly, throwing off previous measurements, so
the entire track had to be re-measured continually. Once the
track was aligned, the second parallel section of the track had
to match, keeping a fine tolerance between the tracks. Each
time one section was welded, any deformation required the
track to be re-measured and re-aligned.

The months of creative collaboration resulted in the first ever double-girder, ceiling mounted,
serpentine crane system that perfectly fit the needs of the aquarium in “the only way it could
have been,” according to Taylor.
BRAVE SHARK
The math, manufacturing, measuring, and architecture were
complete. The crane was delivered and installed into the
aquarium.
It was time for the first live shark to go for a test ride on the
Shark Crane. Everyone held their breath: “You hope it’s all
there, but you never know until it actually happens with the
animal on it,” explained Taylor of the big day.
It worked! People and sharks alike sighed in relief. (No animals
were harmed in the testing of this Shark Crane.)

Pictured: ATI's track elegantly navigating around one of several
gates that separate the pools
“I’m glad I wasn’t doing the math,” laughed Taylor.
Due to the sensitive nature of the environment, special
considerations were necessary to prevent contamination of the
aquarium pools. The trolley was fabricated by ATI and designed
out of 316 stainless steel for corrosion resistance. The hoist
boasted a special food-grade epoxy coating, wash-down motor,
and stainless steel lifting chain and hook. All lubricants used were
non-toxic and environmentally friendly. The bridge system was
constructed of traditional carbon steel, however it was specially
coated with a marine-grade powder coating to resist corrosion in
the salt-water environment of the aquarium.
The trolley travel was probably the biggest challenge in the whole
project,” explained Vida Novak, Lead Engineer at ATI.

The Shark Crane was perfectly designed for its unique space.
Even the visual appeal coordinated perfectly, with the bright
yellow in the design offsetting the blue of the pools, “adding
character and creativity to the interior design,” according to
Taylor. He continued, “Visitors don’t want to see the mechanics
of the building, they simply want to see the animals. When
people can move through naturally and intuitively, you have a
successful project. This was resolved well with the Shark
Crane.”
The Shark Crane is still used regularly at the New York
Aquarium when the water in the pools needs to be changed,
when new animals arrive, or to transport the sharks to doctor
appointments for vitamins, x-rays, or tests.
Taylor enjoyed the project, explaining that having animals as
clients gave him a fresh perspective on how to build human
habitats based on how people move through spaces.

"We decided it needed an upgrade, so we converted the trolley to ‘four-wheel drive,’
enabling all the rollers to navigate the curves in the track smoothly and effortlessly.”
“The trolley had to be much longer than originally anticipated,
which increased the wheelbase. This made it very difficult to
navigate the curves of the track. After making several
adjustments to the trolley and even trying to make the rollers
pivot, we saw slight improvements but the trolley continued to
get stuck. Finally, we decided it needed an upgrade, so we
converted the trolley to ‘four-wheel drive,’ enabling all the
rollers to navigate the curves in the track smoothly and
effortlessly.”

Left and Above: The first brave shark goes for a ride on the Shark Crane

See if you can challenge Air Technical Industries with your next customized “impossible”
project. They will probably find it easy after this one!
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
Even after the project was completed, Taylor continued to reach out to the experts at Air Technical Industries when he had
cranes or swing arm lifts that needed to fit into small or unique spaces, calling them “great advisors” and “crane specialists.”
He also remarked that it was incredible to learn that companies do not need to buy cranes “out of the box.” After
collaborating on customizing the Shark Crane for such a specific environment, he believes that anything is possible.
ABOUT ATI
Air Technical Industries (ATI) manufactures innovative material handling equipment. Since 1964, ATI has developed over
2500 proprietary ergonomic products to improve safety while increasing efficiency and productivity. ATI's most popular
products are Zero-Low lift tables, dock lifts, scissors lifts, self-propelled hydraulic cranes, knuckle booms, truck cranes, jib
and gantry cranes, and manipulators.

Contact ATI:
(800) 321-9680 | ati@airtechnical.com
www.airtechnical.com
7501 Clover Avenue
Mentor, OH 44060

